
expedencer. fortunately, lacquer pro- 
ducts are now available In spray cans 
which wlll simpllfy the application. 

Various cleaning tests have been per- 
formed either at La Silla or Garchlng. 
Ffgut-e 2 shows the clmlng effbtency 
of the GO2 snowflake and peeling tech- 
nique on a mirror exposed to dust con- 
tamination. Recent scattering and re- 
flectivity measurements hms been per- 

formed on test mirror samples with four 
conditions of the mirror surfaces the 
original coating being protected with a 
cover to obtain the reflectivity and scat- 
tering reference of data, haif the dirty 
surface then cleaned with GO2 jet and 
peel-off-la~quer. The results canfirm tlae 
Molency of the two procdum. 

A project for an automated pilot GO2 
cleaning deviw for the NIT main m i m  

is at the stage of a call for tender at the 
ESO Headquarters, Mirror cleaning will 
be pwformed with C02 snowflake jets 
on a rotating arm. 

Cooperation canceming the cleanli- 
ness of the obsenratory, telescopes and 
instruments will be greatly appreciated. 
Maximum efficiwrq in astronomical 
obsewatdons make these Mwts 
mandatary. 

Adaptive Filtering of Long Slit Spectra of Extended 
Objects 
G. RICHTER ' B ~ ,  G. LONGU~, H. LORENZ', S. ZAGGIA~ 
'Astrophysical Institute, Potsdam, Germany 
*~stro#omical Observatory of Capodimonte, Naples, Italy 

1. lntruductfon tors coupled to spectrographs, while an allowed to reach fainter light levels thus 
In both galactic and extragalactic as- tha one hand irnplifying some aspects arlsing tho need for a careiul removal of 

tronomy, long-sri spectroscopy has of the prmssing of 2-L) spectra - such all souroes of noise. 
proven to be a useful toel to study the as, for instance, the need for correcting One of the most extreme examples Is 
phydcal properties of extended objects. the S-distorsion introduced by the im- the study of the kinematical properties 

In the last two decades, CCD detw- age tubes -, on the other hand have of the stellar component in early type 
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Figure 4. 

The spectra w ~ r e  taken aa a part of a 
pmj& on the kinematics of my-type 
galax!@ and are detailed in Tabte I. 
Tabb2, inshad, gives some ret~vard 
inforrhatton about the &sewed galax- 
it%. Objects WGC.7174 and RIGG7176 
belong to the HiEksan group n. 89. 

MI speGtra were p r o c w  Wee: in a 
first reductJon run, they were pmcwsed 
following standard MIDAS muthes for 
fl& flddlng, b i  and dark subMlon, 

sky kkground subtrmion and 
wavelength ~ lbmt ion The spedtra 
were then analysed using the Fourier 
correlation quotjent method kindly 
made available to us by Bender (1990), 
which mnsists in ~e daconvrolutEon of 
the peak of the galaxy YS. template 
cross-meEatlon fmcrion with the peak 
of the autocornlation function of the 
template stet. In the second reddon 
nm, afkw the standard pm prowsing, 

h spectra w e  Altered a~cordlngly to 
the prscedum described in the previous 
pafagmh and than analped exactly in 
the same way as in the first case. 

Wgure 1 shows the radial velocity 
(bottom) and the velocity dispersion 
profiles ttop) obtained frem spectrum 
34. Bah pro(I1ss ate foldldad over the 
phstornWc twloentre, and the oppo- 
site of the g w  are marked with 
different symbols, "filtered" data are 



shown on the left side, while normal - NGC 3384 P.A. 126' Spec. 27 
i.6. "unR1W" - data are on the right 
one. 7ha spectrum was taken at a posi- Filtered 
tian angb differing wry lmle from the Broadening Function 
direction d the minor axis of NGC3384 
and, as expected, no rotation is found. 
Even though the Mnition d the last ,- 
meaningful paint is somewhat Wtmry, 

I, it is evident that, even with a a m m -  
give estinwte, tt~e filtered data extend E 
out to 23 msec, while the nonnsl data 
reacho~t toab0l r t55-16~~c.The b 
ccrrnpadsan with the luminosity prcrAle 
given in Rgure 2 shows that the edap- 
tive filtering of the d m  allow to go 
dmost 1 mwnitude fainter in surface - 

I* 

brightness than with the normal ap- I 

proach. h the Inner region, the twa wts 
of data match very well even though the 0 
1nimal error in the filtered data is much & 
smaller. 

The fact that adaptive mMng isi very 
effect'lve at V q  l~ light leveb is C O ~ -  
firmed by the results obtained for spec- -40 -20 0 20 40 
ttum 78. Fire3  is a CCD irn- of 
thm members of the Hickson p u p  

Radius [arcsec] 
n.90; tha two bright eltipticals are FJgure 7. 

NGC7133 (left) and NGC7176 (right), 
whib the spiral close to the centra of the 
imqp Is NGC7174. The line marks the (obtained from spechvm n.34) show In Illa-J, with a awtral resolution cornpar- 
p d i a n  of the spectrograph's slit, FEgm 1. abb to our set of data The totat expo- 
which covered bath NGC7178 and The diffwmr exposure times imply sure tlme for M34 was 8.5 hours. Taking 
NGC7174, Figure 4a shows the raw irn- that the game signal-to-noise ratio is Into account that the quantum efficlen- 
age of spectrum 78, while FQum 4b reached In W m  34 at a le~d 0.7 cies of the two InsbumenW set-ups are 
shows the same spectrum after pre- magnitude9 fetnter than In spectrum 27, mare or less comparable and that both 
processing and adaptbe filtering. Fig- thus pat%ally eornpmwtlng the effects the collecting a m  and the sxposurrj 
urn5 and 6 give, ~86pe&ively, the ra- of the filtealng procedure. Thie match time am largely in F m w  of the K84 
dial velocity and the velacity disperskrn btwm the two mdtal velocity curvets I8 data, ths good agreement between the 
profiles in the "unfiltered" and 'WWrBd" quite good, A furthertest dthe relability two sets of data is a striking confirma- 
oases. The ovgtirnposed solid Ihe gives afthe method, is shown fn Flgum 8 and lian of the rdiability of the adqptive fil- 
the luminoslty profib dong the sllt In an 9, where the radial veIoc1ty wrve of tering technique. 
arbitmy scale. NGC1553 obtained by filterfng spec- 

An empirical test of the reliability of tnrm 69 Is compared to the rotation AGhwvledIlements the rasults may be inferred by the corn- curve publklted by Kormendy (1984 - 
parison of Figure 4, which gives the ra- M43. The K&4 data were obtstined This work was partially sponsored by 
dial velocity curve obtained from the by using the 4-m KPN0 telescope+ the bnan Space Agency (A.S.I.). 6.R. 
"fntwed" spetAtutn 11-27, and the curve RC spectrograph+image ~ e + ~ k  acknowledges a grant by the ltalm 

NGC 1553 F.A. 150" 
Kosmendy J., 1984, Ap.J., 28.6, 116 
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The Determination of the Dead-Time Constant in 
Photoelectric Photometry 

It is a well-known fact that raw eaunts 
measured at the output of a phuton- 
counting photometer must be corrected 
for the dead-tlme constant z. This 
correction originates from the finite time 
intewal necessary for the electrons ta 
cross the photamultiplier t u b  and, 
overall, from the time nmesuary to the 
amplifier/discrEmhatcr eIectronEc to re- 
cord the output pulse. From a p~~~ : t I ca l  
point of vilew, this m n s  that the in- 
strumentation cannot resolve two Inci- 
dent photons separated by a time shor- 
ter than t since they will be counted a~ a 
slngle event. Hence, the output counts 
will always be an underestimate of the 
input value, 

Photons are travellhg clumped to- 
gether In space and the corntiom term 
can be calwlated by means of the 
BossEinstein population statistics.. The 
probabllitjr denslty fm that two photons 
arrive separated by a time t is 

where h is the arrival frequency af the 
photons. &, the number of photons 
which arrive in a time Interval shorter 
than r, is given by 

while N Is the total number d photons 
elrrl-rlved dun'ng the measurement time. If 
it is 1 s, we have N = b. By integrating, 
we obtain 

and, if we indicate as n the photons 
actually counted, 

This is the retatton W e e n  the 
number d incident photons N and the 
number of taunted photons n. If we can 
suppose that Nr is small, we can ap 

proximate eNT with a McLaurin develop- 
ment stopped at the first order, ob- 
tainlng 

The latter is the formula most widely 
used in data-reduction routines. The 
vdue of the t constant Is generally sup- 
plied by the manufacturer and It is #- 
potted in the usen manuals without any 
further checks. In general this assump- 
tion Is justified by the impussibllity to 
perform accurate laboratory tests. In 
some mses, the dead-time canstant is 
confused with the rise time (i. e. the time 
interval during whlch the output rises 
from 10 % to 90 % of peak output) and 
b wlus is therefore underestimated. In 
the dome, astronomers can directly cal- 
culate r by measuring two standard 
stars, one much brighter then the ether, 
and comparing the o b w e d  Am with 
the expected one. 

However, this method requires a veey 
precise knowledge of the magnitudes of 
the two stars and of the extinGtlon caef- 
flcient. Gooper and Walker (1889, "Get- 
ting the measure of the stars", Adam 
Hilger Publ.) report a mdhod which 
wrns  ta ma much more practicable. 
The telescope should be pointed to- 
wards sunrise and, when the sky is 
brightening, sky rneasunrnents should 
be performed alternating two different 
diaphragms, one much smaller than the 
other; let u be the ratio of their weas. An 
upper limit should be fixed to satisfy the 
following conditions: it should not be 
too high to causle damages to the 
photomultiplier or, from a more formal 
point of view, to invalidate the Mctaurin 
development, but it should not be too 
small to make the tinear R t  described 
below uncertain, Weighting thew f a -  
tors, we can establish a maximum rate 
of 1.2 1 O6 counts per second. Sunrise 
should be prefened to sunset to better 
evaluate when this limit Is reached and 

consequently not generate f%tigue 
effects of the photomultiplier; tm regards 
the obsewer's fatigue, moonlight can 
pr~vide an alternative target . . . In any 
case, parh'mlar care must be taken to 
wold expositions to vary bright light 
sources. We have 

for the large and small diaphragm, re- 
spectively. In presence of a uniformly 
illuminated image (bright stars shwld 
be carefully excluded from the fheld of 
view), we can calculate 

and by means of simple passages 

In a nl vs ndn, plane the last squation 
represents a liner her ratio 05 the dia- 
phagm amas a is the irrtercw, while 
the angular coefficient allows us to cal- 
culate r. 


